Shop and win lavish prizes and get into the festive spirit
safely
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INVC NEWS
New Delhi,
Ambience Mall in Vasant Kunj and Gurgaon are gearing up to make Diwali special, gratifying and safe for
city shoppers. Starting from 1 November to 14 November, the malls will celebrate the auspicious festival
by treating shoppers to various oﬀers, as well as opportunities to win extravagant prizes.

Both the malls are decked in colourful handmade hangings decorations inspired by “Vocal for Local” and
“Atmanirbhar Bharat” initiative by the government. In Ambience Mall Gurgaon, shoppers will get to see a
grand 23ft installation of Shri Ram and Sita Mata, handcrafted by ace artisans from Kolkata. The statue will
be adorned with exquisite and original ornaments.

To make the ‘Festival of Lights’ even brighter for shoppers, Ambience Malls have organized a Shop and
Win* campaign with various lavish prizes up for grabs. Lucky shoppers who have shopped for INR1lakh or
more get to win a brand new iPhone 12 from iWorld. It will be a Golden Diwali for shoppers with a total
purchase of INR50,000 or above, who will take home gold coins from Diamond Tree or diamond pendants
from Carat Lane (Gurgaon) and Bluestone (Vasant Kunj). Shoppers with total purchase of INR25,000 stand
a chance to win electronics goodies and accessories, courtesy of Reliance Digital, Chroma and Sunglass
Hut.
The fun doesn’t stop here as there are more exciting winning prospects. Social Media savvy shoppers can
get on Instagram and take part in mall’s online contest called Fun with Filter. Just by clicking a picture with
Ambience Malls’ Diwali ﬁlter and sharing it, shoppers can win gift vouchers worth INR500. There is also a
festive bonus for Loyalty Members; who from 7 to 14 November can avail an additional 20% on their
shopping point value.
Members of Ambience Malls’ Loyalty Program receive a guaranteed beneﬁt of up to 7% on their shopping
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bills, as well as have access to exclusive privileges like stay at The Leela Ambience, complimentary valet
parking, car wash and much more. The mall’s Loyalty Program oﬀers unparalleled rewards; by registering
on the app, shoppers can upload their shopping bills, get points and redeem them to avail shopping and
food vouchers from over 250+ brands in the mall.

Diwali isn’t complete without giving back to the community. For this Ambience Malls have partnered with
NGO Vidya India in an initiative called Register-E-Laddo. Through this CSR collaboration, the mall will give
underprivileged children gifts and sweets for every new download of the Ambience Mall App.
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Brands in the malls are also oﬀering festive oﬀers and discounts. Shoppers can avail up to 50 oﬀ* in stores
like Meena Bazaar, Panna Sarees, Mohanlal and Sons, Charles and Keith, and Home Town in Gurgaon, and
Central, Gant, Indya, Stelatoes and Hidesign in Vasant Kunj.
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The inventors of Butter Chicken and Dal Makhani, Daryaganj, and Indian heritage inspired restaurant and
café The Great Indian Mela have recently open their doors in Ambience Mall Gurgaon. Known for their
unique take on authentic Indian ﬂavours, a visit to these restaurants will be a true delight for epicurians.
This Diwali, Ambience Malls promises a shopping spree that is ‘Shubh bhi and Safe bhi’. With many festive
oﬀers and opportunities to win amazing prizes, the festive season is going to be extra special for shoppers.
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